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11. 
AGREEMENT
 
THIS AGREEMENT, made the 23rd day of June, 2008, by and between the 
Town ofNorth Castle, a municipal corporation having a Town Hall for its place of business at 15 
Bedford Road, Annonk, New York, hereinafter referred to as the "Employer", and the North 
Castle Unit I, Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., Local 1000, American Federation of 
State, County, and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIG, a domestic membership corporation having 
a principal place of business at 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12210, hereinafter 
known as the "Union", 
WHEREAS, the Town of North Castle, by its duly elected Town Board, and the 
Highway Department employees ofthe Town ofNorth Castle, by the Union, have negotiated and 
agreed upon the tenns and conditions of employment covering all of the highway employees of 
the Town of North Castle except elected officials, part-time personnel, appointed personnel, and 
department heads, and 
WHEREAS, the Agreement hereinafter set forth is reached between the parties 
under and pursuant to Article XIV of the Civil Service Law of the State of New York (Public 
Employees' Fair Employment Act) and is otherwise implementative of the authority of the 
parties to negotiate such an Agreement, and 
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the parties to provide as hereinafter set forth for a 
four (4)-year Agreement. 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT AGREED BY and between the parties to this 
Agreement as follows: 
ARTICLE 1 - APPLICABLE LAW 
1.1 This agreement, and all of the rights, obligations, terms, and provisions defined 
and used herein, is concluded between the parties under and pursuant to Article XIV of the Civil 
Service Law of the State ofNew York. 
ARTICLE 2 - RECOGNITION AND DEDUCTIONS 
2.1 Recognition. The Employer recognizes the Civil Service Employees Association, 
Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Town of North Castle Highway Department Unit as the 
sole and exclusive bargaining representative of the highway employees of the Employer, 
excluding elected officials, part-time personnel, appointed personnel, and department heads for 
the purpose of collective bargaining. Seasonal employees excluded from the bargaining unit 
shall be defined as those on the payroll fewer than one hundred twenty (120) days in a calendar 
year; and paid no more than the daily rate equivalent to Step 1 of the Road Maintainer schedule. 
2.2 Dues and Insurance Deductions. The Employer shall deduct membership dues 
and insurance premiums and other proper charges from the wages of all employees authorizing 
said deductions and shall remit the same, by separate check where appropriate, to the Civil 
Service Employees Association, Inc., 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York. 
2.3 Agency Shop Service Fee Deduction. The Employer agrees, in accordance with 
Chapter 677 of the 1977 Laws of the State of New York, to deduct from the salary of an 
employee who is not a member of the Union, but who is represented by the Union for the 
purpose of collective negotiation, an Agency Shop Fee in an amount equivalent to the amount of 
dues payable by a member of the Union, provided that the Union establish and maintain a 
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procedure providing for the refund to any employee demanding the return of any part of such 
Agency Shop Fee deductions which represent the employee's pro rata share of the expenditures 
by the Union in aid of activities or causes only incidentally related to terms and conditions of 
employment. Said deductions shall be identified as such and shall be remitted to the Civil 
Service Employees Association, Inc., 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York, in the same 
manner and time as Union dues deductions are remitted in 2.2 above. 
2.4 The Union agrees that during the terms of this Agreement there shall be no strike 
or slowdown of work, or any other stoppage or interference total or partial, temporary or 
permanent, with any of the work caused, carried on, or permitted by the Union, or any of the 
employees it represents. 
ARTICLE 3 - COMPENSATION 
3.1 It is agreed that effective January 1,2008, January 1,2009, January 1,2010, the 
annual wages to be paid each classification of employees will be as set forth in the attached 
Schedule A. 
The salary increase for the final year of this contract is subject to negotiations as 
set forth in Article 37. Salaries set forth in Schedule A include the following annual increases in 
addition to the annual negotiated percentage increase: 
Effective January 1, 2008 $ 750 
Effective January 1,2009 $1,000 
Effective January 1, 2010 $1,000 
Effective January 1, 2011 $ 750 
3.2 New hires will be hired on Step 1 and progress accordingly with each step 
indicating years of service. 
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ARTICLE 4 -LONGEVITY 
4.1 Longevity payments shall be made accordingly to the following schedules: 
Eff. 111/08 Eff. 1/1/09 Eff. 1/1/1 0 Eff. 1/1/11 
Upon the completion of 
five (5) years' service $ 665 $ 705 $ 745 $ 785 
Upon the completion of 
ten (10) years' service $1,025 $1,125 $1,200 $1,275 
Upon the completion of 
fifteen (15) years' service $1,125 $1,225 $1,300 $1,375 
Upon the completion of 
twenty (20) years' service $1,300 $1,400 $1,475 $1,550 
Upon the completion of 
twenty-five (25) years' 
service $1,400 $1,500 $1,575 $1,650 
4.2 Employees who shall have completed ten (10) years of service by December 31 
shall be eligible for longevity. 
4.3 Longevity pay shall be paid with the last paycheck of the year; provided, 
however, that if it is possible,. employees shall have the option to put their longevity pay into 
their Deferred Compensation Plan. 
4.4 All time served without a break ill service shall be counted as service for 
computing longevity. 
ARTICLE 5 - OUT-OF-TITLE PAY 
5.1 When an employee is directed to perform substantial duties of a higher 
classification not common to the employee's classification on a regular basis for more than three 
(3) consecutive days, said employee shall be paid at the rate currently paid in such higher 
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classification for the duration of said assignment, retroactive to the first day of such assignment. 
The Town shall not replace an employee with more than one (1) person for the purpose of 
avoiding the three (3) consecutive day provision, nor interrupt and thereafter resume the 
replacement (i.e., two (2) days replacement - one (1) day reassignment - two (2) days 
replacement) for such purpose. 
5.2 This Article shall not apply to vacation replacement. 
5.3 Notwithstanding the limitations above, as soon as practicable following 
ratification of the parties' March 18,2005 Stipulation of Agreement, laborers shall receive MEO 
pay when driving a plow requiring a CDL license, from the first hour. 
ARTICLE 6 - HOURS OF WORK AND OVERTIME 
6.1 The normal workday shall be 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
6.2 Except as provided in Section 6.3, time and one-half shall be paid to all full-time 
employees who have worked a full day and are thereafter required to work in addition to the 
normal working schedule. Normal working schedule, as used herein, is and shall continue to be 
fixed by and in the discretion of the Town Board of the Town of North Castle, but shall not be in 
excess of eight (8) hours per day or forty (40) hours per week, Monday through Friday. 
Employees required to perform work on Sunday or a holiday will be granted double the 
employee's regular hourly rate of pay. For work performed on a holiday, the regular rate will be 
paid in addition. 
6.3 (a) In each of the first two (2) quarters of the year (January 1 through March 
31, and April 1 through June 30), employees may elect to accumulate compensatory time off, at 
the rate of time and one-half or double time for a total of up to eight (8) hours of compensatory 
time in each such quarter, in lieu of pay for overtime. Such compensatory time off may be taken 
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in a block of one (1) full day, on a date mutually agreed upon between the employee and the 
General Foreman, within the calendar quarter in which earned. No more than one (1) such 
compensatory day per quarter may be accumulated and taken. Compensatory time accumulated 
and not taken, or compensatory time accumulated below eight (8) hours in the quarter, shall be 
paid for as overtime pay with the first regular payroll prepared after the close of the quarter. 
(b) Effective as soon as practicable after ratification of the parties' June 23, 
2008 Stipulation of Agreement, there shall be a Pilot Program, to expire April 15, 2010, as 
follows: Employees may accumulate and use up to twenty-four (24) hours' compensatory time 
(on a rolling basis) that may be used in four (4) hour blocks at mutually-agreed times. Upon 
expiration of the Pilot Program, the parties shall revert to the 2004-2008 contract language 
(above) unless they agree to continue the program. 
6.4 A three (3) hour minimum, which shall include travel time of no more than one-
half (1/2) hour for employees who live within a fifteen (15) mile radius of the garage, and travel 
time of no more than fifty (50) minutes for employees who live beyond a fifteen (15) mile radius, 
will be granted to employees on emergency call in. The time will be paid at the rate of time and 
one-half (x + Y2) if the employee is called in at or before 6:30 a.m. Those employees exceeding 
the above time criteria shall not be paid for such excess travel time, and such excess shall be 
deducted from the three (3) hour minimum guarantee. 
Employees who are called in for overtime shall sign in. If an employee is called 
in after 6:30 a.m., the employee shall be on regular overtime until 7:00 a.m. and shall not be 
subject to the three (3) hour minimum. A callout, as referred to herein, shall apply when an 
employee, because of emergency conditions, is required to return to work after having completed 
the nonnal working schedule and has left the Employer's premises. 
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6.5 After twelve (12) hours' continuous work beginning at or before 2:15 a.m. and 
running into the normal workday, employees will be granted two (2) hours off with pay. 
After twelve (12) hours' continuous work beginning after 2:15 a.m. and running 
into the normal workday, employees will finish out their shift at straight time pay. 
If an employee works eighteen (18) continuous hours or more, the employee will 
be granted three (3) hours off with pay after the roads are safe, and an additional two (2) hours 
after each additional fourteen (14) consecutive hours beyond those eighteen (18). All time 
earned under this contract Section shall be taken at times approved by the Department Head but 
no later than April 30. Any time earned but not taken by April 30 shall be forfeited, unless the 
reason that the time was not taken is that the Department Head refused the employee's request. 
Effective upon ratification of the parties' June 23, 2008 Stipulation of Agreement, this paragraph 
shall be deemed amended by deletion of the words "but no later than April 30" and the sentence 
following. 
6.6 Regular full-time employees will be canvassed for overtime before the work is 
allocated to any other employees or individuals. 
6.7 All standby and overtime will be rotated equitably among employees and will be 
posted in a conspicuous place. Effective upon ratification of the parties' June 23, 2008 
Stipulation of Agreement, if an employee is on leave (excluding sick leave) and scheduling of 
overtime occurs during the employee's leave (other than sick leave), the Town shall attempt to 
call the employee in the usual and customary way to inquire if the employee desires to work the 
scheduled overtime. 
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6.8 Monies due for overtime pay will be paid no later than the next pay period after 
said overtime is worked. The cutoff date for payment of overtime in the paycheck for the pay 
period shall be Monday. 
6.9 The Town shall have the right to implement a time clock for the Department and 
all employees shall be required to punch in and out upon arrival and departure from work. There 
shall be 7 minutes' leeway on either side for punch in/out at start and end of shift. Supervisors 
shall punch in or out for the employee in case of fIre calls. Employees punching the card of 
another employee shall be subject to discipline up to and including discharge. 
ARTICLE 7 - HOLIDAYS 
7.1 The following constitute and are to be considered as paid holidays during the term 
of this Agreement: New Year's Day, Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Good Friday, 
Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Election Day, Veteran's Day, 
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas, and each employee's own birthday. Paid holidays falling on 
Saturday shall be celebrated on Friday; those falling on Sunday shall be celebrated on Monday. 
Employees will be released at 11:00 a.m. on the day before Christmas and New Year's Eve. In 
the event that employees are held over beyond 11 a.m. on Christmas Eve or New Year's Eve, 
they shall be paid for such time at the rate applicable for work on a holiday. 
7.2 In addition to the above enumerated holidays, employees employed on the date on 
which Martin Luther King Jr.' s birthday is celebrated shall have a floating holiday instead of that 
holiday. The floating holiday may be taken in the calendar year in which it is earned, in the sole 
discretion of the Department Head, provided the employee makes the request for such day(s) at 
least twenty-four (24) hours in advance and remains available for recall in the event of inclement 
weather or other emergency. In the event of recall, the employee shall be credited the lost time. 
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ARTICLE 8 - VACATION 
8.1 Employees covered by this Agreement shall be entitled to vacation time on the 
following basis and according to the following rules: 
One (1) week after six (6) months 0 f consecutive service; 
Two (2) weeks after one (1) year's consecutive service; 
Three (3) weeks after three (3) years' consecutive service; 
Four (4) weeks after twelve (12) years' consecutive service; 
Five (5) weeks after twenty (20) years' consecutive service. 
Vacation shall not be payable to an employee who is discharged for cause. 
8.2 Effective January 1,2009, employees in their first year of employment shall earn 
vacation based on the attached Schedule, dependent upon their date of appointment. New 
employees, regardless of date of hire, will be pennitted to take their earned vacation after six 
months of employment. On January 1 of the year following the calendar year in which they were 
hired, employees shall be credited with ten (10) vacation days (no part of which they may use 
until they have been employed for six months.) 
8.3 In the event that the vacation period hereinbefore set forth includes a holiday, the 
employee shall be entitled to an additional day. 
8.4 Schedules of vacations for all employees shall be delivered to the Department 
Head, Town ofNorth Castle, not less than two (2) weeks in advance ofproposed vacations. Any 
conflict with respect to scheduled vacations shall be resolved on a seniority basis and shall be 
subject to determination by the Department Head on the basis of the public need or interest. 
Seniority will be based on the employee's first date of hiring and shall be used to detennine 
preference in vacation schedule. 
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8.5 All vacation must be used by the employee in the year in which same is available, 
except that an employee may carry over to the next year a maximum of one (1) week of vacation 
time. Such time is subject to the approval of the Department Head. Approval must be given in 
writing, and a copy of the approval given to the employee. An additional (2nd) week of vacation 
may be rolled over from one (1) year to the next for exceptional vacation plans, subject to the 
written approval of the Town Board, whose decision on this issue shall not be subject to 
grievance or arbitration. 
8.6 All employees may take their vacation time in units of one (1) day, except as 
provided below. The required notice for vacation in units of one (1) day shall be two (2) days' 
advance notice, or by 7:00 a.m. Friday for the following Monday. Effective upon ratification of 
the parties' June 23, 2008 Stipulation of Agreement, "two (2) days" in the foregoing sentence 
shall be deemed amended to read "one (1) day". 
8.7 Vacation requests for highway department employees shall not be made or 
granted during the period from November 15 through March 31 of each year, except as follows: 
(a) Vacations in units of one (1) day may be granted during winter vacation 
blackout, in the sole discretion of the Department Head, provided the employee makes the 
request for such day(s) at least twenty-four (24) hours in advance and remains available for recall 
in the event of inclement weather or other emergency. Employees shall be required to leave a 
telephone number where they can be reached in case of emergency if out on vacation days during 
winter blackout (except the one week vacation when the employee is not subject to recall. In the 
event of recall, the employee shall be credited the lost vacation time. 
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(b) (1) One employee at a time can have one (1) week of vacation during 
the winter blackout period, not subject to recall, provided that no more than one (1) employee is 
out on Workers' Compensation during the vacation time requested. 
(2) A Pilot Program shall be established as soon as practicable 
following ratification of the parties' June 23, 2008 Stipulation of Agreement, to expire April 15, 
2010, where the following shall replace paragraph (b)(1) above: In each vacation year, no more 
than two (2) employees may take one (I) week of vacation during Winter blackout period, 
subject to a requirement that if two (2) employees are to be out at once, at least one (1) must be 
available for recall on each weekend. The Town and the Union shall discuss the continuation of 
the aforementioned Pilot Program by or before April 15, 2010. Upon expiration of the Pilot 
Program, the parties shall revert to the 2004-2008 contract language unless they agree to 
continue the program. 
8.8 Vacations will be allowable between November 1 and November 15, but 
employees are subject to be called in and are expected to report for work in the event of a snow 
emergency. In that event, the employee shall be credited for the lost vacation time. 
8.9 Employees may receive vacation checks prior to leaving for vacation upon written 
request and with at least two (2) weeks' prior notice to the Town. 
8.10 Employees who desire to cancel vacation time off previously requested and 
scheduled shall provide no less than one (1) hour notice to the General Foreman or his designee. 
If the employee fails to do so, the General Foreman or designee may refuse to cancel the 
scheduled day off. 
8.11 All vacation leave time shall be calculated from January 1 to December 31. 
Employees whose anniversary falls within the calendar year in which they will have completed 
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one (1) year, three (3) years, twelve (12) years or twenty (20) years will be entitled to vacation 
or other leave increases as if their anniversary falls on January 1 of that year. 
ARTICLE 9 - PERSONAL LEAVE 
9.1 A maximum of five (5) days' personal leave annually may be granted for good 
cause including, but not limited to, funerals, graduations, weddings, dental or medical 
appointments, and religious holidays. Except as provided in Section 9.2, personal leave days 
must be applied for to the Department Head at least twenty-four (24) hours in advance. Unused 
personal leave not used in any calendar year will be added to the employee's sick leave 
accumulation. 
9.2 Three (e) of the five (5) personal days may be used as follows: Three (3) personal 
days will be available to employees without twenty-four (24) hours' notice, but with as much 
notice less than twenty-four (24) hours as is practical, provided that the member gives a reason 
for the absence and for the lack of notice. Such days shall be used in blocks of no less than one 
(1) hour and are subject to approval by the Department Head, which shall not be unreasonably 
withheld. 
9.3 Employees who desire to cancel personal leave time off previously requested and 
scheduled shall provide no less than one (1) hour notice to the General Foreman or his designee. 
If the employee fails to do so, the General Foreman or designee may refuse to cancel the 
scheduled day off. 
9.4 Requests for personal leave shall not be made or granted during the period from 
November 15 through March 31, except as follows: personal leave time in units of one (1) day 
may be granted during winter blackout in the sole discretion of the Department Head, provided 
the employee makes the request for such day at least twenty-four (24) hours in advance and 
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remains available for recall in the event of inclement weather or other emergency. Employees 
shall be required to leave a telephone number where they can be reached in case 0 f emergency if 
out on a personal day during winter blackout. Any employee covered hereunder who is on 
personal leave and is required to return to work will be granted hislher regular rate of pay and 
shall not be charged with a personal leave day. 
9.5 Time off sheets shall be returned to employees at least twenty-four (24) hours 
prior to the requested day off if the request is made at least forty-eight (48) hours in advance. If 
the request is made less than forty-eight (48) hours in advance, the time off sheet shall be 
returned as soon as practical. This paragraph shall apply to all requested time off, including, but 
not limited to, personal leave, vacation time, time earned, etc. 
9.6 All personal leave time shall be calculated from January 1 to December 31. 
9.7 Time off up to the maximum of four (4) hours, may be used annually for a 
medical examination pursuant to Sections 159-b or 159-c of the Civil Service Law (prostate 
and/or breast cancer screening) and shall not be charged to the employee's leave accruals (i.e., 
sick leave, vacation leave, compensatory time, etc.). Effective upon ratification of the parties' 
June 23, 2008 Stipulation of Agreement, any employee who wishes to take such time off shall 
make a written request no less than one (1) week in advance of the intended medical examination 
and shall provide written proof of participating in such examination from the examining 
physician or clinic. Time off without pay, up to three (3) hours, may be used annually to donate 
blood, in accordance with New York Labor Law. Any employee who wishes to take such time 
off shall make a written request no less than three (3) days in advance of the intended leave, and 
shall provide written proof of their use of the leave for the intended purpose. 
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ARTICLE 10 - BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 
10.1 Employees who are absent from duty because of the death of a member of their 
immediate family shall be granted leave with pay for each occurrence as follows: five (5) days 
in the event of death ofparent, child, spouse, brother or sister; three (3) days in the event of death 
of grandparents, grandchildren, mother-in-law, father-in-law, sister-in-law, and brother-in-law. 
ARTICLE 11 - SICK LEAVE 
11.1 Twelve (12) sick days per year shall be credited to each employee on the first day 
of each calendar year. It is understood that they are earned at the rate of one (1) day per month. 
Fifteen (15) sick days per year will be credited to any employee who enters a new year with 
seventy-five (75) sick days accrued (they are earned at the rate ·of 1.25 days per month). When 
an employee enters the year with less than seventy-five (75) days accrued, he/she reverts back to 
twelve (12) days per year. If an employee were to retire or terminate hislher employment for 
other reasons, the yearly credit of twelve (12) days will be prorated up to the time of termination 
or retirement. 
11.2 Sick days are for sickness sufficient to confine an employee to hislher home or to 
an area where the employee can be reached, except for necessary doctor's visits, and shall not be 
abused. This language is intended to discourage employees that have minimal sick time accrued 
and are possible abusers of sick leave. It is not intended to harass or intimidate employees that 
have accumulated sick leave and have not in the past been abusers. 
11.3 Sick leave may be accumulated from year to year. For purposes of this Section 
only, there shall be no limit on the accumulation of sick leave. Sick leave may be used for the 
serious illness of the employee and hislher spouse and hislher children. Effective upon 
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ratification of the parties' June 23, 2008 Stipulation of Agreement, the following shall be added: 
"Up to twelve (12) days of sick leave may be used annually for the serious illness of the 
employee's parents." In the event of the absence of an employee for more than three (3) 
consecutive days, the Department Head shall have the right to request a certificate from a 
medical doctor appointed by the Town Board attesting to such illness. In the event of five (5) or 
more consecutive days' absence, the employee must furnish the Department Head with such 
medical certificate. 
11.4 With regard to an employee who is suspected of sick leave abuse because of, but 
not limited to, the following reasons: (a) a pattern of absences on Mondays or Fridays, or before 
or after vacations or holidays; (b) calling in sick on days of snow emergency conditions; (c) 
excessive or disproportionate use of sick leave entitlement; (d) absence from home when the 
nature of the illness should confine the employee to home; the Department Head shall have the 
right at any time to request a certificate from a medical doctor appointed by the Town Board 
attesting to such illness at the Town's expense. The Town may also require evidence of illness 
(e.g., doctor's note) at the employee's expense for sick leave claimed on Monday or Friday by an 
employee suspected of sick leave abuse as set forth in this Section. 
11.5 The Town will furnish annually to each employee an accounting of all sick and 
vacation credits. 
11.6 The parties shall meet in committee as soon as practicable to negotiate the 
formalities of a sick leave bank. In the interim the employees in the unit may voluntarily 
contribute sick leave to a member in need who suffers a catastrophic illness requiring prolonged 
and continuous confinement to home or hospital, provided that employee has exhausted all other 
paid leave time available to him and has not abused his sick leave. 
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ARTICLE 12 - TERMINAL LEAVE 
12.1 After twenty (20) years of full-time service for the Town of North Castle, an 
employee upon retirement in the New York State Retirement System, or his/her legal 
representative (in case of death), shall be entitled to cash payment for accumulated terminal 
leave and shall be paid in a lump sum the value of the employee's accumulated and unused sick 
leave to the extent of fifty percent (50%) thereof, but not to exceed a total of two hundred fifty 
(250) working days. A working day shall be computed at the rate of two hundred sixty (260) 
days per year of the annual salary. Salary for hourly paid employees shall be computed at the 
adopted rate of pay and at the rate of eight (8) hours per day, forty (40) hours per week, and/or 
two thousand eighty (2,080) hours per year. The annual salary shall be the salary specified and 
adopted in the budget without the addition of overtime. Full-time service shall be for employees 
who work eight (8) hours per day and five (5) days per week on a yearly basis. 
12.2 This terminal leave pay is not to be considered as additional salary to be added to 
the final average salary in the State Retirement System. 
12.3 After ten (10) years of full-time service for the Town ofNorth Castle, as specified 
and outlined above with the limitations, an employee upon retirement in the New York State 
Retirement System, or his legal representative (in case of death), shall be paid one-fourth (114) of 
the employee's accumulated and unused sick leave. 
And, after fifteen (15) years of such service, an employee upon retirement in the 
New York State Retirement System, or his legal representative (in case of death), shall be paid 
one-third (113) of the employee's accumulated and unused sick leave. 
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ARTICLE 13 - HEALTH INSURANCE 
13.1 The Town shall pay the full cost of New York State Empire Core [Health 
Insurance] Plan Plus Enhancements subject to, and in accordance with, the provisions of Article 
XI of the Civil Service Law and the regulations governing the Health Insurance Plan for the 
employees hired prior to February 11, 1988 and their eligible families and retirees. The Town 
shall pay eighty percent (80%) of the cost for employees hired on or after February 11, 1988 and 
their eligible families and retirees, provided, however, that effective January 1, 2005, the Town 
shall pay eighty-five (85%) percent of the cost for employees after twenty (20) years of 
employment. In the event an employee shall prefer to adopt any other option under the health 
insurance plan, he/she shall have the right to do so, however, any additional cost beyond the 
Town's obligation shall be paid for by such employee. 
13.2 (a) With respect to employees hired on or after January 1, 2002, the Town 
will contribute for health insurance for retirees based on the length of the employee's service 
with the Town prior to the retirement, as follows: 
Length of Service Town
 
At Time of Retirement Contribution
 
20 years of service or more 85%
 
15 years of service but less than 20 70%
 
10 years of service but less than 15 60%
 
(b) The Town shall maintain the rate of its health insurance contributions on 
behalf of retirees as provided for herein (Sections 13.1 and 13.2) and shall not reduce the rate of 
its contribution with respect to any retiree. The Town shall make such health insurance 
contributions only to those employees who retire from the service of the Town under 
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circumstances in which they are eligible to and do in fact receive a pension from a New York 
State employee retirement system immediately after leaving the Town's service. 
13.3 Members hired on or after September 26, 2001 shall not be eligible for health 
insurance by the Town if they are eligible for coverage under the plan of a spouse, provided the 
spouse's coverage is comparable to the health insurance plan being provided by the Town for 
other members of the bargaining unit. If there is a dispute over whether the plans are comparable, 
it is subject to arbitration. 
13.4 Members of the unit who were covered by the Empire Plan provided for in 
Section 13.1, or an alternative Town-provided plan pursuant to Section 13.5 and who, during the 
life of this Agreement elect coverage under any alternative health insurance program or plan 
which may be offered by the Town, shall receive forty percent (40%) of the premium savings 
resulting to the Town as a result of such election, provided they remain in such alternative plan 
for a period of twelve (12) consecutive months. Such payments shall be made at the end of the 
twelve (12) month period. Nothing contained herein shall preclude a member from reentering 
the Town-provided plan within the twelve (12) month period, provided, however, that in the case 
of a member who reenters in less than twelve (12) months, no payment shall be made. 
13.5 The Town may switch carriers to another plan providing comparable coverage to 
the statewide plan in effect. At least ninety (90) days' notice shall be given to the Union. In the 
event of a dispute as to the coverage of the new plan, the dispute shall be submitted to 
arbitration, provided, however, that such grievance shall be instituted at the Town Board level. 
The plan shall not be switched until a decision from the arbitrator has been rendered. 
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ARTICLE 14 - RETIREMENT 
14.1 The Town agrees to provide the retirement plans and related death benefits and 
sick leave options heretofore in effect as provided for by the New York State Retirement and 
Social Security Law. 
ARTICLE 15 - PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 
15.1 Each Department Head or other person in charge of promotions shall first post all 
promotional opportunities on the department bulletin board where the promotion is available 
and a copy sent to the President of the CSEA. Employees otherwise qualified shall be given 
first choice with respect to promotions within the bargaining unit. 
ARTICLE 16 - TENURE 
16.1 A probationary period of one (1) year shall apply for all new hires to 
noncompetitive and labor class employees, according them the same rights as competitive 
employees under the provisions of Section 75 of the Civil Service Law as it relates to removal 
and/or suspension after such probationary period. Probation shall be six (6) months for 
promotional positions. Temporary, provisional, or "acting" positions cannot be permanent and 
as such there is no probationary period. Such employees may be removed from the promotional 
position without a hearing. The Town Board of the Town of North Castle shall have the right to 
discharge any employee during the probationary period. 
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ARTICLE 17 - DISPUTES 
17.1 Effective upon the signing of this Agreement, any dispute arising concerning the 
interpretation of application of the terms of this contract or the rights claimed to exist thereunder 
shall be processed in accordance with the following procedure: 
Step 1. The aggrieved employee shall present the grievance in writing to the 
Department Head within ten (10) working days of the action or event which is the subject of the 
grievance. The written grievance shall be dated and shall state the name of the aggrieved 
employee, the date of the event which gave rise to the grievance, the contract provisions 
allegedly violated, and the circumstances which gave rise to the grievance. The Department 
Head shall have ten (10) working days to respond. 
Step 2. If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at Step 1, the Union shall, 
within ten (10) working days, present same to the Town Board for settlement. The Town Board 
shall have ten (10) working days to respond. 
Step 3. Arbitration: In the event the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at the 
Town Board level, the Town or the Union may, within fifteen (15) working days, submit the 
dispute to binding arbitration in accordance with the voluntary labor arbitration rules of the 
American Arbitration Association. The arbitrator shall have no authority to add to, delete from, 
alter, or modify any provision of this Agreement. The arbitration fees shall be equally borne by 
both parties. 
ARTICLE 18 - RECIPROCAL RIGHTS 
The Employer recognizes the right of the employees to designate representatives of the 
Union to appear on their behalf to discuss salaries, working conditions, grievances, and disputes 
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as to the tenus and conditions of the Agreement and to visit employees during working hours 
provided, however, that such visits shall not disrupt or otherwise interfere with the work being 
carried on. Such employee representatives shall also be permitted to appear at public meetings 
before the Town Board. The Union agrees to notify the Town Board of its designation hereunder 
in writing. 
18.1 The Employer shall administer its obligations under this Agreement in a manner 
in which will be fair and impartial to all employees and shall not discriminate against any 
employee by reason of sex, nationality, race, or creed. 
18.2 The Union shall administer its obligations under this Agreement in a fair and 
impartial manner to the Employer. 
18.3 The Employer agrees to furnish each new employee, and all present employees, a 
copy of this Agreement. 
18.4 The Union shall be the sole judge of its own rules and regulations with respect to 
Union membership and organizational administration. 
18.5 Neither the Employer nor the Union, through its officers, members, 
representatives, agents, or committees shall engage in any subterfuge of any kind for the 
purpose of defeating or evading the terms of this Agreement. 
18.6 There shall be no discrimination, interference, restraint, or coercion by the 
Employer or any of its officers or agents against any employee because of any lawful activity on 
behalf of the Union or because of membership in the Union, and the Union, its members, 
officers, or agents shall not coerce employees into membership in the Union in any manner. 
18.7 Adhering to the principle that duties and obligations come with rights and 
privileges, the Union agrees to do its utmost to see that its members perform their respective 
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duties in the system loyally, efficiently, and continuously under the tenns of this Agreement. 
The Union and its members will use their best endeavors to protect the interest of the Town of 
North Castle and its citizens, to conserve its property, and to give service of the highest quality. 
ARTICLE 19 - ADMINISTRATIVE RIGHTS 
The Employer recognizes the following rights of the Union: 
19.1 The right to post notices and communications on bulletin boards maintained on 
the premises and facilities of the Employer so long as such notices pertain to Union business 
and/or functions. 
19.2 The right of the designated field representative to visit the facilities of the 
Employer for the purpose of adjusting grievances and administering terms of the Agreement, 
provided the Employer receives reasonable notice of the proposed visit to its facilities. 
19.3 The right of the Union delegate designated or elected for the purpose of adjusting 
grievances and maintaining administration rights of the Agreement to have reasonable amounts 
of free time from regular duties to fulfill their obligations. 
19.4 The North Castle Chapter of the Union agrees to notify the Employer of its 
member designated for the purpose herein provided. 
19.5 The right of the elected delegate of the Unit to attend state organizational (Union) 
conventions, up to a maximum of three (3) days per annum, with such time to be compensated at 
full pay, subject to the approval of the Town Board, upon recommendation of the Department 
Head, after due notice. 
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ARTICLE 20 - EMPLOYEE RIGHTS OF REPLY 
20.1 If an employee is required to sign any statement regarding hislher misconduct or 
incompetence, the employee's signature shall signify only that he or she has seen the statement. 
The employee shall have the right to submit a response in writing within ten (10) work days after 
signing the statement. The response shall be attached to the initial statement signed by the 
employee. 
20.2 No material derogatory to an employee shall be placed in hislher file without prior 
notice to the employee. The employee shall be given a copy and shall have the right to attach a 
response. 
20.3 Should an employee be directed by the Town to meet concerning job 
performance, counseling memorandums and/or possible disciplinary action, said employee shall 
have the right to have a Union representative present. 
ARTICLE 21 - WORKING CONDITIONS 
21.1 Except in emergencies, any proposed changes in personnel rules, working 
conditions, or regulations shall be submitted to the Union for full discussion before becoming 
final. The Union agrees that it shall file its comments regarding the proposed changes with the 
Town Board within one (1) week after receiving notification of same. 
21.2 Work usually performed by the employees in the bargaining unit will not be 
contracted out if it will result in loss of employment including normal overtime to the employees 
covered by this Agreement, except under emergency conditions and in other situations which, in 
the discretion of the Town Board, require an additional work force. 
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21.3 When new or unproved equipment of a type similar to or normally used by 
employees within their classification is acquired, they will be instructed and given reasonable 
training in the use of such equipment. 
21.4 As soon as practicable following ratification of the parties' June 23, 2008 
Stipulation of Agreement, the Town shall have the right to install a G.P.S. device into any Town 
vehicle used that is used by any employee that uses the Town vehicle to commute from home to 
work and vice versa. 
ARTICLE 22 - SAFETY AND HEALTH 
22.1 No employee shall be ordered to drive a vehicle not passing an inspection by an 
authorized motor vehicle inspector. 
22.2 Any reports of conditions believed to be unsafe or hazardous shall be made 
promptly to the immediate supervisor in writing. Such reports or complaints shall be 
investigated, and hazards found to exist shall be removed or unsafe conditions found to exist 
shall be corrected when and to the extent practicable. 
22.3 The parties shall establish a Safety Committee composed of no more than three 
(3) members designated by the Town and no more than three (3) members designated by the 
Union to make suggestions and review matters relating to the safety conditions ofemployees. 
ARTICLE 23 - WORKERS' COMPENSATION AND DISABILITY INSURANCE 
23.1 Any officer or employee employed on an annual basis who is necessarily absent 
from duty because of occupational injury or disease as defmed by the Workers' Compensation 
Law may, pending adjudication of his/her case and while the disability renders that employee 
unable to perform the duties of the employee's position, be granted leave with full pay for a 
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period not to exceed six (6) months (exclusive of accumulated sick leave and other time credits). 
Vacation and sick leave credits shall not be earned for periods when an employee is on such 
leave with pay. Should the disability persist beyond this period, any accumulated sick leave and 
other time credits may be used. When the Workers' Compensation Board has made an award to 
such officer or employee for the period of the employee's leave with pay, such compensation 
award for loss of time for such period shall be credited to the Town. Upon return to active duty, 
such officer or employee may be re-credited with that portion of earned credits consumed during 
the period of hislher absence in proportion to the amount of Workers' Compensation award for 
such loss of time. 
23.2 (a) Follow-up medical or therapy appointments for injuries or illnesses 
covered by Workers' Compensation shall be on the employee's own time, upon the passage of 
six (6) months from the date of the employee's return to work from absence for such 
compensated injury or illness. This shall not apply to follow-up visits allowed pursuant to 
settlements ofWorkers , Compensation claims settled before January 1, 1998. 
(b) Follow-up medical or therapy appointments for injuries or illnesses 
covered by Workers' Compensation shall be on the employee's own time. 
23.3 Any employee who is absent from duty because of a claimed occupational injury 
or disease as defined by the Workers' Compensation Law shall be required to remain at home 
during his or her normal scheduled work hours, except for necessary visits to a medical doctor, 
hospital, testing facility or clinic, for personal or family emergencies, to attend funerals, or to 
attend legal proceedings involving the employee or a member of his immediate family or under 
subpoena. The employee shall notify the Highway Superintendent or hislher designee prior to 
leaving home for such purposes. 
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23.4 (a) Employees out on Workers' Compensation or, effective upon ratification 
of the parties' June 23, 2008 Stipulation of Agreement, non-work-related disability shall be 
subject to light duty on a daily basis with twenty-four (24) hours' notice, at management's sole 
discretion. Employees are not subject to recall if it would interfere or conflict with a previously 
scheduled medical visit. Employees on Workers' Compensation shall have their doctor provide 
the Employer a list of duties the employees cannot perform. 
(b) Effective upon ratification of the parties' June 23, 2008 Stipulation of 
Agreement, the following additional provisions shall apply: 
The list of duties the employee can or cannot perform shall be provided on 
the form agreed upon for that purpose, a sample of which is attached to the contract as an 
Appendix. In the event that an employee asks for and is denied light duty that the employee is 
capable of performing, as certified by hislher doctor, the employee may immediately appeal such 
decision to the Town Liaisons for the Highway Department (as of the date of this contract, 
Rebecca Kittredge and William McClure), whose determination shall be binding. The liaisons 
may request information from either or both the employee and the Department Head before 
rendering their decision. Such appeal and decision may be informal - for example, by phone ­
so that the issue may be resolved immediately. An employee may have a Union representative 
present when requesting light duty or making an appeal. 
23.5 The Town will maintain New York State disability insurance for unit members. 
23.6 A copy of accident reports shall be provided to the employee within a reasonable 
time after he/she has filled out the form. 
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ARTICLE 24 - TUITION 
24.1 The Town agrees to pay the tuition costs for an employee for a job-related 
program upon approval of the Town Board. 
ARTICLE 25 - JURY DUTY 
25.1 Employees will receive full pay when called for and serve on jury duty. All 
monies eamed while on jury duty, except expenses, will be paid over to the Town. 
ARTICLE 26· - TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT 
26.1 Upon termination of employment, employees will be paid all salary, overtime, 
and vacation credits due on a pro rata basis. 
ARTICLE 27 - PREVIOUS PRACTICE 
27.1 The parties agree that items not included in previous agreements, but which are 
considered "Previous Practices", have been identified, negotiated, reduced to writing, and 
included in this Agreement, to the end that this Agreement does not contain a "Previous 
Practice" clause, and no such provision shall be implied. 
27.2 No later than three (3) months after the signing of this Agreement, the parties 
shall meet to develop a list of all previous practices. Within ninety (90) days after such initial 
meeting, the Union and Town shall agree on which items on the list are Previous Practices and 
which are not. Those items accepted as Previous Practices shall be listed and attached as an 
addendum to this Agreement. At this point, Article 27.1 of this Agreement shall be in full force 
and effect. 
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ARTICLE 28- WORK PREFERENCE 
28.1 On call outs as hereinbefore defmed, the motor equipment operator assigned to 
the district involved will be given first preference, except in emergencies when the Department 
Head will have the option of calling the nearest suitable employee. The decision of the 
Department Head as to what conditions shall constitute an emergency shall be final and 
conclusive. 
ARTICLE29-NULEAGEALLOWANCE 
29.1 Employees shall be reimbursed at the then-current rate allowed by the Internal 
Revenue Service if required to use their own car in the course of the employment. 
ARTICLE30-UN1FORMS 
30.1 The Town will provide each employee a locker, rain gear, and boots. 
30.2 Except for new employees, each employee shall be allocated the following 
amounts for the purchase of work unifonns from the bid vendor, except for the initial purchase: 
EffectiveJanumyl,2008 $400 
EffectiveJanwuyl,2009 $450 
Effective Janwuy 1,2010 $ 500 
Mechanics shall receive an additional $30 each year. Unifonns are to be worn while working for 
the Town and must be kept clean and in good repair by the employee. 
Effective Janwuy 1,2005, employees who complete six (6) months of service shall be allowed 
three (3) pairs of pants and five (5) T-shirts, the cost of which shall be deducted from the first 
annual clothing allowance of $1,000 to which the employee becomes entitled after 
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one (1) year of service. Effective on or about July 1, 2008, a winter jacket shall be added to the 
initial employee clothing allotment. 
30.3 Each employee shall receive an annual allowance of One Hundred Fifty ($150.00) 
Dollars for work boots, which shall be prorated in the year that an employee is first hired. The 
annual allowance shall be increased to Two Hundred ($200) Dollars effective January 1, 2009 
and to Two Hundred Fifty ($250) Dollars effective January 1,2010. 
30.4 The Town will budget for an annual tool allowance for each mechanic of up to 
Two Hundred ($200) Dollars on presentation of receipts for purchase of tools for use on the job. 
In addition, the Town will budget for up to Two Hundred ($200) Dollars for each foreman for 
the purchase of equipment for the Highway Department specifically recommended for purchase 
by such foreman. 
ARTICLE 31 - SENIORITY 
31.1 Seniority will be a significant factor in any job opportunities and/or promotions. 
31.2 Seniority will be the detennining factor in the event of reduced staffing or 
abo lition of positions. 
31.3 Layoff and recall, where necessary, shall be accomplished in a manner similar to 
that specified for competitive class employees under the Civil Service Regulations as specified 
herein. Specifically, a pennanently appointed civil service employee who is laid off may bump 
once to a lower, previously held title, if hislher Town seniority pennits. It is understood that in 
applying this provision to the bargaining unit, it is contemplated that the Town will provide the 
same bumping rights to the General Foreman and Assistant General Foreman, and such may 
effect the rights of employees in the bargaining unit. 
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ARTICLE 32 - CSEA BENEFIT PROGRAM 
A. The Town shall provide the employees the "Equinox" Dental Plan at a cost not to 
exceed $953.16 annually through June 30, 2008; $1,005.60 annually from July 1,2008 through 
June 30, 2009, $1,055.88 annually from July 1, 2009 through June 30, 20010 and $1,199.28 
annually from July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011. In addition, the Town shall provide the 
"Gold 12" Vision Plan, at a cost not to exceed $211.32 annually through June 30, 2008; $216.60 
annually from July 1,2008 through June 30, 2009, $223.08 annually from July 1,2009 through 
June 30, 2010, and $227.64 annually from July 1,2010 through June 30, 2011. 
In the event costs exceed the above amounts, the balance shall be paid by 
employee. The Union must supply an annual audit report of the Fund to the Town. 
B. The Town will contribute seventy percent (70%) of the premium for dental and 
optical insurance for retirees who have twenty (20) years or more of service with the Town. The 
insurance shall be the same as provided to active employees in the bargaining unit, provided that 
retirees remain eligible for same. The obligation set forth in this paragraph shall cease if such 
insurance is not available to retirees. The Town shall make such dental and optical insurance 
contributions only to those employees who retire from the service of the Town under 
circumstances in which they are eligible to and do in fact receive a pension from a New York 
State employee retirement system immediately after leaving the Town's service. 
ARTICLE 33 - VOLUNTEER FIREMEN 
33.1 The Town will grant time off with pay for volunteer fIremen to respond to 
general alarms and ambulance calls, providing approval is granted by the Department Head 
and/or the General Foreman. 
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ARTICLE 34 - LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
34.1 The parties shall establish a Labor-Management Committee. The Committee 
shall consist of two (2) union members and two (2) management members; shall meet for up to 
two (2) hours after work once every three (3) months at a mutually convenient time and place, to 
discuss matters of mutual concern and interest. The committee shall have no authority to 
negotiate terms and conditions of employment, and shall not displace or be a substitute for the 
grievance and arbitration machinery provided for in the contract. Effective upon ratification of 
the parties' June 23, 2008 Stipulation of Agreement, no Labor Management Committee or Safety 
Committee meeting shall be held without forty-eight (48) hours' written notice to the other party, 
except in the case of emergency or unless otherwise mutually agreed. 
ARTICLE 35 - SEPARABILITY 
35.1 If the enactment of legislation or a determination of a court of final jurisdiction 
renders any portion of this Agreement invalid or unenforceable, it shall not affect the validity of 
the rest of the Agreement, which shall remain in full force according to its terms in the same 
manner and with the same affect as if such invalid portion has not been originally included 
herein. 
ARTICLE 36 - LEGISLATIVE ACTION 
PURSUANT TO LAW, IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY 
PROVISIONS OF THE AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO 
PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING 
THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE 
UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
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ARTICLE 37 - TERM OF AGREEMENT 
37.1 This Agreement shall become effective January 1, 2008 and shall terminate at the 
close of business on December 31,2011; however, the parties agree to reopen negotiations on or 
about April 15, 2010, limited to the following items, and as described in further detail below: 
(a) Section 3.1, Salary Increase for fmal year of collective bargaining 
agreement (January 1, 2011); 
(b) Article 13, possible change in employee Health Insurance Contribution 
(c) Possible extension ofG.P.S. authorization to all department vehicles; 
(d) Possible extension of Pilot Program under Section 6.3(b) - Hours of Work 
and Overtime. (Twenty-four [24] hours' accumulated time to be used in four [4] hour blocks 
without restriction as to using and earning within certain quarters, as set forth more precisely 
below.) 
(e) Possible extension of Pilot Program under Section 8.6(b)(2) - Vacations. 
(In each vacation year no more than two [2] employees ... and if two [2] employees are to be out 
at once, they must alternate weekends, as set forth more precisely in Section 8.6(b)(2).) 
TOWN OF NORTH CASTLE	 THE TOWN OF NORTH CASTLE UNIT I 
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES 
ASSOCIATION, INC., LOCAL 1000, 
A.F.S.C.M.E., AFL-CIO 
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SCHEDULE "A"
 
Salary Schedule
 
2 3 4 5 
Road Maint. Foreman 
2008 67,950.03 74,114.85 76,362.08 78,680.89 81,062.99 
2009 71,535.65 77,931.66 80,263.15 82,668.92 85,140.35 
2010 75,255.74 81,891.59 84,310.52 86,806.51 89,370.61 
2011 76,005.74 82,641.59 85,060.52 87,556.51 90,120.61 
Mechanic 
2008 67,950.03 74,114.85 76,362.08 78,680.89 81,062.99 
2009 71,535.65 77,931.66 80,263.15 82,668.92 85,140.35 
2010 75,255.74 81,891.59 84,310.52 86,806.51 89,370.61 
2011 76,005.74 82,641.59 85,060.52 87,556.51 90,120.61 
MEO 
2008 56,853.96 61,990.63 63,859.16 65,787.88 67,774.69 
2009 60,023.49 65,352.77 67,291.38 69,292.42 71,353.74 
2010 63,311.87 68,841.00 70,852.31 72,928.39 75,067.00 
2011 64,061.87 69,591.00 71,602.31 73,678.39 75,817.00 
Road Maintainer 
2008 44,357.28 48,341.28 49,789.63 51,281.55 52,824.31 
2009 47,058.17 51,191.57 52,694.24 54,242.11 55,842.72 
2010 49,860.35 54,148.76 55,707.77 57,313.69 58,974.33 
2011 50,610.36 54,898.76 56,457.77 58,063.69 59,724.33 
Lead Mechanic 
2008 70,351.84 76,725.20 79,041.94 81,429.23 83,890.18 
2009 74,027.53 80,639.90 83,043.51 85,520.32 88,073.56 
2010 77,841.06 84,701.39 87,195.14 89,764.83 92,413.81 
2011 78,591.06 85,451.39 87,945.14 90,514.83 93,163.81 
TOWN OF NORTH CASTLE - HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
 
PHYSICIAN'S STATEMENT OF
 
DUTIES PATIENT CAN PERFORM
 
Narne of Patient: 
INSTRUCTIONS TO PHYSICIAN: Please indicate below which job duties patient is capable 
ofperfonning at this time. Please discuss these duties with your patient so that you understand 
clearly and thoroughly the physical or mental tasks required in performing each ofthese 
duties. 
Thank you for your assistance. 
Job duties for North Castle Highway Department employees include but are not limited to the 
following listed duties: 
Year-Round Duties 
Description of Duties Remarks 
YES NO Driving trucks and equipment; 
climbing in and out using grab 
handles, pulling yourself up. 
YES NO Washing trucks and equipment. 
YES NO Brush cutting (some overhead work, 
chipping). 
YES NO Cold patch (patching pot holes 
involving shoveling and tamping.) 
YES NO Chipping (chipping branches). 
YES NO Pick up bags (40 lbs.; some overhead 
lifting & squatting.) 
YES NO Garage maintenance (painting, sheet 
rock, gutter repair, clean truck bays). 
Year-Round Duties 
Description of Duties Remarks 
YES NO Sign Repair (sledge hammer and some 
hand digging). 
YES NO Truck and machine maintenance (oil, 
fluid and filter changes, washing and 
waxing, chipping rust off dump bodies 
& frames, rust proofing and painting 
with a brush.) 
YES NO Flagging (traffic control and some 
lifting, i.e. cones, sign and metal bases, 
standing a lot.) 
YES NO Drainage work (may be some hand 
work and installation of drainage 
pipes, sizes from 4" to 36" x 20', and 
shoveling, raking and some squatting, 
climbing in and out of drainage 
ditches.) 
YES NO Black top (wheelbarrow, raking black 
top, using a hand roll, driving a truck, 
climbing in and out and on top.) 
YES NO Catch basin cleaning (Vac-All 
machine, lifting of catch basin lids and 
use of a spoon (shovel with a very long 
handle.» 
YES NO Catch basin repair (miXing cement 
and lifting block & some overhead 
lifting.) 
YES NO Sweeping (driving a road sweeper 
and/or truck using grab handles, and 
some hand sweeping.) 
YES NO Tree Removal (chain saw work and 
moving logs, chipping.) 
Year-Round Duties 
Description of Duties 
YES NO Mowing grass (pull cord power tools 
and riding mowers). 
YES NO Culvert cleaning (some hand work, 
shoveling, raking and digging). 
YES NO Jack hammering. 
YES NO Complete and organize work orders 
and/or paperwork and files. 
YES NO Pick up parts and organize parts in 
parts room. 
YES NO Allow Highway personnel to attend 
classes to expand knowledge of job 
scope as relevant. 
YES NO Welding and fabrication using hoist. 
No lifting of anything over _lbs. 
(mechanics only). 
Duties in Fall 
Description of Duties 
Only 
YES NO Leaf pick-up using a pitch fork, 
raking, and a large vacuum. (Swing a 
large vacuum tube back and forth; 
some jerkin!! and pullin!!). 
Duties in Winter 
Description of Duties 
Only 
YES NO Plowing snow (climbing in and out, 
using grab handles, pulling yourself 
up and shifting gears.) 
YES NO Truck chain repair (some squatting). 
Remarks 
Remarks 
Remarks 
Duties in Winter Only 
Description of Duties Remarks 
YES NO Replace plow blades (some squatting 
and lying down on your back & lifting 
about 120 lbs.) 
YES NO Clean Catch Basin (shovel snow and 
chopping ice). 
YES NO Pick up Christmas trees (some 
overhead lifting and squatting.) 
Additional Maintenance Duties (Year Round) Not Normally Performed 
By Highway Department Employees 
(not limited to Highway Dep't Premises) 
Description of Duties Remarks 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
Interior Painting 
Exterior Painting 
Painting Equipment 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
Washing Windows 
Washing Floors 
Washing Equipment 
YES NO Vacuuming, Sweeping Floors 
YES NO Other Light Maintenance Tasks 
Doctor's Name: 
------------­
Telephone Number: _ 
Address: _ 
City/State/Zip: _ 
Doctor's Signature: 
Employee Signature: _ Date: _ 
January 3, 2002 
(516) 663-5410 
Ms. Alisa Cagle 
CSEA 
735 State Route 52 
Beacon, NY 12508 
Re:	 Town ofNorth Castle -and- Town of
 
North Castle Highway Unit CSEA
 
Dear Ms. Cagle: 
This will confirm the understanding between the above-named parties that, as a matter of 
courtesy, the Department shall notify a union representative of the absence without explanation 
of any unit employees so that the employee may be called to make sure there is not a problem. 
The failure of the Department to provide such notification shall not be subject to grievance and 
arbitration, nor shall it excuse the employee's absence. 
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter to confinn the understanding. 
Very truly yours, 
RAINS & POGREBIN, P.C. 
Bruce R. Millman 
For the Town ofNorth Castle 
AGREED AND ACCEPTED FOR CSEA 
By:	 _ 
January 3, 2002 
(516) 663-5410 
Ms. Alisa Cagle 
CSEA 
735 State Route 52 
Beacon, NY 12508 
Re:	 Town ofNorth Castle -and- Town of
 
North Castle Highway Unit CSEA
 
Dear Ms. Cagle: 
This will confirm the understanding between the above-named parties that, the "dot 
system" used for keeping track of overtime opportunities as ofthe date of this letter shall be 
adjusted, on a trial basis, as soon as practicable, so that employees who are out on approved 
personal leave or vacation on a Friday shall not miss a Saturday overtime opportunity, but shall 
be temporarily "skipped" over. Further, on a trial basis, employees shall congregate in or near 
the lunchroom upon returning to the highway garage at the end of the workday, so as to ease the 
assignment of overtime; maintenance employees who may still be working shall be called if their 
presence is required for such purpose. 
Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter to confirm the understanding. 
Very truly yours, 
RAINS & POGREBIN, P.C. 
Bruce R. Millman 
For the Town of North Castle 
AGREED AND ACCEPTED FOR CSEA 
By: 
TOWN OF NORTH CASTLE 
To"WD Hall - 15 Bedford Road
 
Annonk, New York 10504
 
Established 1736 
Ann Leber 
Town Clerk 
Telephone: (914) 273-3321 
Fax: (914) 273-4176 
www.nortbcastleny.com 
BLOOD DONOR CONFIRMATION FORM 
This is to certify that, --'­
appeared for the purpose of contributing blood at, 
on , 
(Date) 
(Time) 
_ 
_ 
Name ofBlood Center, Hospital or Clinic 
Authorized Signature (Date) 
Blood Center, Hospital or Clinic Stamp: 
F:\Clerk\ANN\Blood Donor Confirmation Form.wpd 
TOWN OF NORTH CASTLE
 
Town Hall - 15 Bedford Road
 
Armonk, New York 10504
 
Established 1736 
Telephone: (914) 273-3321 
Fax: (914) 273-4176 Ann Leber 
Town Clerk www.nortbcastleny.com 
BREAST AND PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING LAW FORM 
This is to certify that _ 
was examined by me on _ 
(Date) 
for
----------------------­Breast/Prostate Cancer Screening 
Doctor's signaturelPractitioner's signature (Date) 
Doctor's Address 
Doctor's Stamp: 
F:\Clerk\AMELIA\Breast and Prostate Cancer Screening Law Form.wpd 

